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Helen Clark let the Trojan Horse come straight in the front door under her ‘reign’ and now a decade later her successor has 
opened the flood gates to let the rest through.

The threat we knew could one day exist has in fact been festering away in our country for decades, slowly but surely and 
effectively eroding away our religious freedoms, right to express ourselves and traditional Christian values that once upon a
time every Kiwi household would proudly live by.

Seeing both our former and current Labour Prime Ministers parade themselves around in Muslim headscarfs and promote 
an environment in our country that normalises Islam (for less than one per cent of New Zealand), is a criminal offence 
committed against their homeland.

These are the same two leaders who proudly give praise to the 217 different cultures that co-habitat our multicultural 
society.

However, with such reckless governing it was only a matter of time before our country felt the burden on it, and now the 
cracks are starting to show.

The liberal left has fed us a lie that, as New Zealanders, we should celebrate the diversity of religion, culture and people 
from different nationhoods around us.

It is time that Kiwi’s told Helen Clark and Jacinda Ardern to back off with their shameless self promoting of Muslims, their 
culture and their faith.

Our nation needs its identity back; a face to a faceless nation suffering from not standing strong in how its foundations 
began.

These two women have done nothing but attempt to use the Labour led Governments to wipe our history out of the history 
books by promoting Islam and persecuting anybody who dare proclaim themselves a Christian.

We are living in a country that has had its soul ripped away from it, leaving a nationhood of people suffering from the same 
root problem. We see it now in our suicide statistics, mental health statistics and rising poverty numbers.

What began as a bi-cultural nation in the promised land of Milk and Honey, where two people living together as one had the 
chance to be the master of their own destinies, has been tainted with the self sabotaging of not looking after our land, 
resources and people.

The multicultural diversity of other cultures and religions is never something we should worry about, when it leaves shortly 
after it arrives and returns to its own country of self destruction.

Not only are Helen Clark and Jacinda Ardern intentionally promoting that Muslim views and values are welcome to pitch 
their tents in New Zealand, they are ensuring that Muslims coming in have better access to Government funded services 
than the nations own citizens.

I have said this before and will say it again. This country is fast becoming generationally bankrupt with no intergenerational 
equity or knowledge of tradition, Christianity or Kiwi bedrock values 



KEEP YOUR DAMN HANDS OFF OUR COUNTRY! … continued
Our politicians are in a race to the bottom to see how, when armed with power, financial resources and manpower 
capability, much damage they can do in every three-year cycle

This is a time when Jacinda ignores requests from Tangata Whenua for the most basic things and instead empowers and 
makes public commitments and promises to Muslim woman to create opportunities encouraging them into leadership 
positions.

This is completely out of touch of what our country needs and if given half the opportunity I would strip her of her 
citizenship and right to call herself a New Zealander. I would leave her and the headscarfs in her wardrobe to go and 
embrace their new home somewhere in the Middle East.

This is a Prime Minister who in the 2017 campaign promised to halve immigration numbers, however instead she has 
privately converted the immigration system at a Cabinet level, to see safe passage for unprecendented numbers of Muslims 
to enter New Zealand and stay.

When Muslim families in Christchurch continue to have faster and more avalible access to senior staff in Immigration New 
Zealand than Kiwi’s have to Work and Income emergency services, you know that this Government has prioritised people 
wrong.

We are now seeing Helen Clark, actively promoting a Muslim labour candidate in Zarah Hussaini for election to the council 
and community board in Waimakariri. Let them say that Bishop Tamaki is crazy, a racist, and any other easy throw-away one 
liners that fall out of their mouths.

But don’t be surprised when a nation must stand and look at what’s left of itself over the next decade when it says to itself, 
“How did we let this happen?” When it too little too late to do anything.

Let us not forget that out of the top 25 countries with the least personal freedom, more than 75 per cent are Muslim.

Islam has become the second biggest religion in the United Kingdom, while Germany – which admitted nearly a million 
Muslim refugees in recent years – is wrestling with a crime wave of rape and terrorism, led by young Muslim men with a 
macho attitude to women.

Let’s not forget that Islam is anything but a tolerant religion. It is anything but respectful of gender equality and LGBTQ 
rights. We are risking turning New Zealand in to a country that nobody recognises in a very short space of time.

Muslims here should be safe. Christians here should be safe, as should any other religious groups. LGBTQ people should also 
be safe, but in actively promoting one religion over all others, Jacinda Ardern has crossed the line of impartiality and acting 
without bias.

Do not forget New Zealand, most people that come to this country with dreams and aspirations of living here permanently 
only do so because their own faith and belief systems have been the root cause of tearing their own country and people 
apart, sending them into generations of displaced, soul devoid humans 

While New Zealand remains part of the Commonwealth and one of the Sovereign’s Territories, we must acknowledge, 
reinstate and not be afraid to fight for the same faith and religion that Queen Elizebeth prays to before she retires for the
evening.
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